
USING CURRENT AND VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS IN DATA CENTERS
What do companies like Google, Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, and Cisco have in common? Data centers. 
With millions of internet users doing everything from shopping to social media, streaming movies to photo sharing, these 
digital activities generate massive amounts of data that must be stored, and that storage platform is data centers.

Since December 1995, Internet usage has grown from 16 million users to 4.5 billion users, representing 58.8% of the 
world’s population at the time of this writing (December 2019)1. This explosive growth of internet users and the resulting 
collected data has necessitated the development of large data centers worldwide, of which there now approximately 8.5 
million in operation.

Current and voltage transformers play a vital role in the monitoring and metering operations of data centers and provide 
the necessary inputs to protective relays, ensuring the electrical distribution systems of these facilities remain at peak 
operating levels.  CTs and PTs are found not only in the high voltage utility substation side of operations but also in the 
medium voltage switchgear and the low voltage distribution switchboards.   In short, data centers can’t function without 
current transformers and potential transformers.

Data centers vary in size from several hundred kilowatts up to more than 40MW2, and the capacity determines the design 
and configuration of the data center’s electrical distribution system.

For large capacity (up to 45MW total load capacity) data centers, the substation that feeds the facility will be directly 
connected to the high voltage utility grid, possibly with transmission/sub-transmission voltages in excess of  
69-138kv. Substation transformers will step these high voltages down to the primary medium voltage distribution of 
15kv. Depending on the arrangement between the utility company and the customer, utility metering can be done on the 
primary side of the transformer using high voltage potential and current transformers to pass the low voltage inputs to the 
metering device(s) that measure the total power consumption of the substation. These potential transformers and current 
transformers not only provide the tariff metering functions, but they also provide the necessary inputs to the protection 
relays to isolate and protect the high voltage substation equipment during abnormal conditions such as the occurrence of 
fault currents.
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Tariff metering can also happen at the medium voltage distribution side, possibly at the medium voltage switchgear, 
where the installed utility power and energy meters reside.  Built-in redundancies of the electrical distribution system, at 
the incoming utility connections, and also at the medium voltage distribution systems have been put in place to ensure the 
availability and continuous operation of the data centers.  Added to this setup are standby generators that provide back-up 
power in the event of a disruption to the grid-supplied electricity.

The PTG5 potential transformer is typically installed and used in conjunction with indoor 
medium voltage metal-clad switchgear – example for 13.8kv system, the double bushing 
PTG5-2-110-1442FF, 14400:120V rated potential transformer can be used for open 
delta connections or the single bushing PTG5-1-110-842F or PTG5-1-110-722F potential 
transformer, can be configured for wye-wye connections depending on the wiring system 
configuration. These potential transformers step down the primary systems (medium) 
voltage to 120V which the metering devices use. The 15kv rated JKM-5C should be 
connected directly to the bus bar for load current measurements. The low voltage current 
transformers, such as the models 780 and 781, are commonly installed at the (medium voltage) circuit breaker bushing 
wells that provide the necessary isolation and insulation from the system voltages. These current transformers are used 
both for metering and relay protection functions.

The 15kv voltage from medium voltage switchgear is stepped-down to the 277/480Y volts through the use of indoor rated 
distribution transformers, which could be silicone oil-filled or dry-type transformers. These distribution transformers feed 
the low voltage switchgear and switchboards that provide the final utilization voltages to the data center power racks. 
Power quality monitoring and tracking of power consumption on individual feeder lines can occur at the low voltage sys-
tems typically rated 277/480Y volts.

Metering devices for voltage and load current measurements, and for power and energy monitoring, are connected to the 
low voltage potential transformers such as the model 456, 460, 3VTN and 3VTL and low voltage current transformers. 
The selection of the current transformers depends on the metering accuracy that is required. However, since at this point, 
there is no need for revenue tariff metering, the +/-1.0% metering accuracy of current transformers should be acceptable.

For existing data centers that are modified to increase the low voltage 
feeder load currents, say from 600A (500kw) to 800A (665kw), the use 
of split-core current transformers like the FCL800/5-4 is recommended. 
The UL recognized FCL split-core current transfomrer is designed for easy 
installation on large bus or wire conductors to make electrical load surveys or 
for continuous monitoring of current without the need for cable removal and 
reconnections. The FCL split-core CT has a metering accuracy of +/-1.0% and 
includes 12ft length lead wires (custom lengths available upon request) with 
spade connectors for easy wiring connections.
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The Flex-Core® Advantage
As the nation’s largest supplier of electrical components for measuring, monitoring, and control of current, power, and 
energy, Flex-Core® can help you find the right product quickly and efficiently with no guesswork involved.

Flex-Core manufactures and warehouses a large selection of “ready-to-ship” products for measurement, monitoring, and 
control of current, power, and energy applications.
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https://www.flex-core.com/products/potential-transformers/medium-voltage-potential-transformers/indoor-medium-voltage-potential-transformers/ptg5-medium-voltage-potential-transformer/
https://www.flex-core.com/products/current-transformers/split-core-current-transformers/fcl-split-core-current-transformers/

